10TH SEPTEMBER 2021 - YOUR KUILSRIVIER GOLF CLUB TEAM – BRINGING YOUR CLUB CLOSER

GREETINGS FROM THE KRGC TEAM…
Maans and Lampies Drives on the 6th Hole at
Durbanville GC… Landing side by side… How weird!

FROM THE COMMITTEE…
In my previous communication, I reported that rounds were down due to the winter months. I am
happy to report that we have weathered the storm, and with the extended day light resulting in the
availability of more tee times, are starting to see an increase in rounds once again.
Over the past year or two our member numbers have drastically increased. Although this was
always part of our strategy, we are aware that this has caused issues with the availability of tee
times over weekends. Although it is anticipated that this will get better over the summer months
the committee has taken a decision to close membership and stop accepting new members for now.
Any new applicants are being entered on a waiting list until spots become available.
Over the past month or two we have had some great new additions to our clubhouse which include
the Bedouin (stretch) tent outside the braai room along with the extended paving and new braai.
This is not only an extended, covered area for the winter months but is a great addition for the
upcoming summer months where I am sure many braais will be hosted. Members are welcome to
invite some friends and partners around after your round and make use of the area.

Last month we said bye to Surika who was a loyal employee of the club for around 11 years. All will
miss her wealth of knowledge and willingness to assist.
However, as a door closes for one it opens for another and
we are happy to welcome Caroline Howing who will assume
the admin & events controller position in the club.
We wish Caroline all the best in her new role.

You may also have noticed a new addition on the course. Trevor Julies
has joined us from 1 September as a marshal.
With our large member base and the number of visitors we have at our
club, the marshalling on the course is much needed and is an area where
the club has been lacking for some time now. We wish Trevor all the best
in fulfilling this very important role and ask all our members to work with
our marshals and show them the respect they deserve.

In addition to the above, the committee and management has also been hard at work over the past
few months and after many meetings, debates, deliberations, presentations have taken the decision
to outsource our course maintenance as of 1 September.
Southern Turf Management (STM) has been appointed as the preferred bidder and come with a
wealth of knowledge and expertise in the golf course and landscaping fields.

They will be responsible for all aspects of the golf course which includes maintenance of the course
itself as well as the maintenance of the irrigation system, equipment, upskilling of staff etc.

We have already seen some changes to the course and productivity over the past week and are
excited to partner with STM to take the course to another level over the next few years. We are
however mindful of the fact that to turn the course around may also result in a bit of disruption at
times but will ensure to keep our members informed at all times. The first of the projects that they
will undertake in the near future include fixing the sprayers on the course starting with the greens
after which they will start re-sodding the bad areas on the greens.
STM have a number of local courses as well as others country wide in their portfolio at present,
which include but are not limited to:

Local

Others

Arabella golf club
Atlantic Beach golf club
Devonvale golf club
Durbanville golf club
Stellenbosch golf club
Strand golf club

Greenway country estate
Highland Gate estate
Kalahari country club
Kruger park lodge
Momentum world of golf
PPC de Hoek
Prince’s Grant golf estate
Pretoria Country club

We welcome them on board and look forward to playing on a well-presented and manicured course
in the near future.

We have experienced some heavy rain over the winter season, which has resulted in a wet golf
course. It is unfortunate to see that some continue to ride carts through these wet areas and ask
that you please be mindful of these areas and assist us in looking after the course at all times.

Lastly, thank you for your continued support and remember to book for the Joos van Zyl golf day on
18 September.

Keep warm and look after your health.
Steven Nortier
Club Captain

Wednesday 1 September 2021
1.
2.
3.
4.

R. Jacobs / J. Olivier
W. Engelbrecht / H. Havenga
D. Balman / M. Gela
A. Potgieter / R. Potgieter

Saturday 4 September 2021

4 BBB Stableford
44
43
41 C/I
41 C/O

4 BBB Stableford

AM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

J. Steyn / P. Steyn
P. Daniels / E. Julies
H. Stelma / P. Nieuwoudt
B. Brand / R. Christians
A. Meiring / A. Meiring (Jnr)
E. Fourie / K. Jacobs

44 C/I
44 C/O
43
42 C/I
42 C/O
42 C/O

PM
1.
2.
3.
4.

W. Rooifontein / A. Wagner
J. Warries / V. Rambau
P. Syster / T. Vencencie
J. Jaftha / S. Simpson

46
41
39 C/I
40 C/O

Please continue to avoid the wet areas on the course with
the golf carts.

Forthcoming Club Competitions:

THE COMPLETE GLOSSARY OF GOLF TERMS – FOR OUR NEWBIES TO THE GAME – WELCOME!
Golf terms can confuse anyone who is not familiar with the game, or even beginners. The below is a complete
glossary for all of you, so that you actually know what someone is talking about during a round. Included are
links to articles that can help you learn more about the concept.
Short Sided – If you hit your approach shot on the side of the green where the pin is located. It makes your
chip/pitch shot terribly difficult. Always aim for the “fat” side of the green to avoid this!
Fried Egg – Sometimes when your ball lands in the
bunker it will get buried. It looks exactly like a fried egg!

Shank – This is the ugliest of all golf terms, and you shouldn’t say it out loud. A shank is when a golfer makes
contact with the hosel of the club, and it usually sends the ball directly to the right.
Block – A block is when a golfer hits a shot directly to the right (for a right-handed golfer)
Pull – When a golfer says they pull their shot, they have hit it directly to the left.
Albatross – Another word for double eagle, or when scoring three under on a hole. This only occurs if you
were to make a hole in one on a par 4, or hole out on your second shot in a par 5.
Press – If you are playing a betting game with your partners a press refers to making another bet. It is usually
for the same amount as the original wager.
Chunk – When a golfer says “I chunked it” that usually
means that they made contact behind the golf ball, and
their club had dug into the ground too deeply. Also
could be referred to as hitting it fat.

Greenie – If you are playing a gambling format like Nassau usually groups will make side bets. A greenie is a
side bet usually played on a par 3, and the player who lands the ball closest to the pin (while on the green)
wins the greenie.

Green in Regulation – One of the golf terms that you want to be part of your game – a green in regulation is
when any part of the golf ball is touching the putting surface and the number of strokes taken is two fewer
than par. For example, on a par 4 if you reach the putting surface with your first, or second shot you have hit
the green in regulation.
Texas Wedge – A Texas Wedge is another term for using a putter any time you are off the green. Some players
will elect to putt from the fairway, rough, or even the bunker sometimes.
Sandbagging – When a golfer claims they have a handicap that is much higher than their actual playing ability.
If golfers compete against each other based on handicap this practice is frowned upon because that golfer will
get extra strokes that they technically don’t deserve – don’t be a sandbagger, be honest!
Playing it “Up” or “Down” – Playing the ball down means that you have to hit your shot no matter what the lie
is. In certain situations golfers are allowed to play the ball “up” meaning they can improve the lie. Sometimes if
there is inclement weather such as rain it makes sense to play it up.
Playing the Tips – When a golfer elects to play the farthest tees available on any golf course. Not
recommended for beginners.
Divot – The small piece (sometimes large) of turf that comes out when your club makes contact with the
ground. Sometimes you don’t even need to take a divot.
Flyer – When your ball is in the rough, but propped up a bit then you might have a “flyer” lie. This will cause
the ball to travel farther than it normally does.
Double Cross – When a golfer intends to hit a fade, or a draw but does the complete opposite. For example, if
a golfer wanted to hit a fade and then ends up hooking it. Instead of the ball flying from left to right, it goes
from right to left.
Gimme – When your putt is close enough to the hole that it is considered to be made. Sometimes golfers will
get a bit too generous with gimmies, and start counting putts 3 feet and beyond to be a gimme.
Mulligan – An unofficial do-over. Many times golfers will be kind to another and elect to award mulligans
(usually on the first tee shot) without giving penalty strokes. This is not part of the official rules of golf!
Snowman – Of all the golf terms listed, this is the one you probably never want to be associated with. A
snowman is when you score an 8 on a hole.
Worm Burner – When you strike a shot that barely gets off the ground and just rolls.
Ace – Another word for a hole-in-one
Fore – The word you shout as loud as you can when you hit your ball in the direction of another golfer. You
need to warn them!
Lip Out – When your putt rolls around the edge of the cup causing it to change directions. This is terribly
frustrating because that means you almost made the putt!

Slice – This is probably the most popular of golf terms as it relates to a player’s swing. A slice is occurs when a
golfer puts excessive curve on the ball. For a right-handed golfer, they have sliced it if the ball is moving
excessively from left to right.
Hook – For a right-handed golfer a hook occurs when the ball travels from right to left, but in a much more
exaggerated path.
Fade – A fade is a left to right ball flight (for righties), but it is a more controlled than a slice. Sometimes
referred to as a cut shot.
Draw – A right to left ball flight (for righties), but more controlled than a hook.
Up and Down – If you have missed a green in regulation, and you are still able to make par. For example, if you
hit your approach shot in the rough, and then pitched the ball on the green and made your putt – you have
successfully gotten up and down for par.
Birdie – When you score one stroke under par on a whole. Scoring a two on a par 3, or a three on a par 4
would be considered a birdie.
Par – When your score for the hole equals the listed par.
Bogey – Scoring one stroke above par. For example, making a five on a par would would be considered a
bogey.
Double Bogey – Scoring two strokes above par. This is the one score in golf you should try to avoid at all
costs. Double Bogey is a round killer!

Dogleg – A golf-course architecture term. This refers to a hole that has a straight fairway, and then it curves to
the right, or the left.
Duck Hook – When you hit a low hook shot that doesn’t travel very far.
Rangefinder – A device that measure the distance to the hole using lasers.
Coming Over the Top – A term that is used by the golf instructional world all of the time. We are still not
sure what it means.
Flop Shot – A wedge shot played around the green where you open the face of the club up completely, and try
to hit the ball very high in the air so that it lands softly on the green.
Pitch Mark – A small indent that your ball makes on the green when it lands. You need to repair them!

HNA welcomes OUTsurance
HNA are delighted to welcome OUTsurance on board as the title sponsor for the next three
years. As you know, corporate sponsorships go a long way in helping them deliver on their

offering to members… HNA are proud to partner with one of South Africa’s most trusted
brands.

PIZZA TAKEAWAYS!

The Club is selling Fantastic Pizza’s!

Members / Visitors can also place their orders in advance for takeaways / collection at the
Club… Click on Ordering Link… Embedded in Image below (Includes Menu)– Or pop around
to the Club and enjoy a Pizza with your favourite Beverage 

LADIES…

JUNIOR GOLF
ROYAL CAPE JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP – Held Sunday 5th September 2021… Results:
Well done! to our KRGC Juniors…

The draw for the STRAND
Junior Championship taking
place this coming Sunday,
the 12th September.
Note:
Entries are being accepted
for the CLOVELLY Junior
Championship (Friday 1st
October) as well as the
WESTLAKE Junior
Championship (Monday 4th
October) - WP Golf website
for online entries

Just joking…
“I once played a course that was so tough, I lost two balls in the ball washer!”
And finally...

Please Remember to Fill YOUR Divots & Repair YOUR Pitch Marks!

Good Golfing!

The KRGC Team
021-903 0222

info@krgc.co.za

